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If so, they are each other's prisoners, but also they are each other's means of escape. It is vividly powerful, but
cannot be pinned down to a single, exact meaning, adding to the impact it has concerning the idea of the
imagination. Mortensen, preposterous and amoral behaviour places him conveniently outside all acceptable
discourse. The ears are a channel to the soul and here more specifically a channel to the intellect and
conscience. He does not feel guilt or remorse or even shame when his villainy is exposed. On another level, it
gestures towards the utopian idea of the philosopher-king, who aspired to make his court a centre of learning
and a beacon of culture. Here the human subconscious is merged with the secret workings of the natural
world, and if this curse was ever to be effected it is no wonder Ariel would end up as a wolf-like beast,
"howling away for twelve winters". As a result, common European ideas about the New World in the early s
are alluded to throughout the play  The same goes for the conflict between Gonzalo and Alonso and all the
conflicts between differing discourses; the progression of the play is a discourse in itself and it tells us that
Providence makes good purposes out of evil events. Such references reinforce the world of the imagination by
emphasising the discrepancy between what is real and what is only illusionary. While Prospero does indeed
wield power over his daughter - some scholars feel it is a kind of repression - his daughter is his inspiration,
and he does all for her and ends up yielding up his control of events and of her. The madman, he says, was and
is generally excluded from all recognition and not regarded at all, but when he was heard he was credited with
"the power of uttering a hidden truth" p. Here Prospero conjures up a marvellous operatic festival of the kind
that was frequently performed at the contemporary English court, with song and dance, performers dressed as
deities, magnificent costumes and stage wizardry such as flying effects or sudden magical transformations.
There is imagery of colours, sights and sounds through the lines made by Iris and Ceres. To illustrate this idea
best one must examine the historical context upon which The Tempest is based. Mortensen, our perspective
allows us to see and that shows us at least where we are situated. The term 'art' have different layers of
meaning in the play; in this instance it refers to a skillset, a set of specific procedures, a knowledge which can
be applied to the control of nature and events. All the while they are all surrounded by an unseen realm of
supernatural beings who captivate their imaginations, turn their relationships upside down, and spoil their
plans. Similar questions have been raised by other scholars in connection with the Tempest. If it did, we might
as well stop arguing about the meaning of literature, it would be literary death at the hand of relativism.
Langley asks at the beginning of his thoughtful essay on The Tempest. In his analysis of 'principles of
exclusion' he mentions the opposition between reason and madness existent in Europe since the Middle Ages.
To begin with the tree is personified, reminding us of how the island and its nature seems alive to the
shipwrecked souls who hear music in the air and the trees around them. Her innocent nature is such that she
never felt a need to know more about who she was - "More to know", she says, "did never meddle with my
thoughts"5. The play may thus be read as an analysis of the fight to hold together the human psyche against
the disruptive forces of mankind's subconscious animal instincts. Yet within an instant the weather clears and
it becomes evident that all this menace has been merely an illusion. Reproduced by permission of Chatsworth
Settlement Trustees. As madman, however, he does give expression to a nagging doubt in the audience about
what Prospero is doing. John Dee and his magic is therefore better able to work on them. Miranda has a
loyalty toward her dad that can bridge his at times patronising treatment of her; nor does she display anger as
he reavels that she is rightfully a princess - a secret he has kept from her since her childhood. This is
symbolised with the journey of love that Miranda and Ferdinand embark on. In his discussion of the
relationship between sex, power and taboos, Foucault in The History of Sexuality argues that a person who
speaks in the face of a taboo "places himself to a certain extent outside the reach of power" p. The masque
suggests the changing seasons of nature: springtime and harvest, which alludes to change and transformation
of characters. In Prospero's Books by Peter Greenaway, a toy-boat is used to represent the ship of the royal
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court. Prospero's magic, his 'art' lends him the power to both create and dispell the chaos and to reconnect
himself to the society of others, to where he truly belongs, but that requires their participation in his
experience of loss, and the restoration of that order which was due in the first place. The Jungian reading
assumes that there are some 'eternal' approaches to literature that transcend Elizabethan English literature; it
assumes, perhaps, that Jungian approaches was as valid in Shakespeare's day as in ours. The famous English
magus was John Dee â€” , an astronomer, mathematician and astrologer who was renowned for his scientific
and technological skill. Both the storm and the Boatswain's behaviour of little or no respect represent the many
challenges to authority, which recur throughout the play. It is interesting that he connects her divinity to the
island, to nature, whereas she sees him as beyond what is natural, as in fact supernatural.


